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1 Introduction

1.1 Purpose

This  document  summarizes  the  actions  related  to  Task  7.1  Project  website  and  collaborative
infrastructure set-up and administration of the DoA as of June 2020. It presents the actions undertaken
at the beginning of the project to provide the necessary infrastructure to launch the collaborative work
within the consortium and to disseminate the results of the project. 

1.2 Overall organization of the document

The first part of this report is dedicated to the collaborative infrastructure designed to support effective
teamwork among the project participants. This infrastructure contributes to facilitate the exchanges
between project participants, enabling technical cooperation related to software development activity
and collaborative editing of documents. 

The second part provides details about FASTEN website, designed to deliver project key messages to
all stakeholders. We provide screenshots and links to discover the website architecture, including the
homepage and main sections with  initial  content.  This  section shows how the website  has  been
designed in order to best reply to the challenge of communicating outside the project consortium and
disseminate about its results all along the life of the project toward the different types of audiences. 
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2 Collaborative Infrastructure
The  collaborative  infrastructure  set  up  for  the  FASTEN  team  consists  of  a  number  of  selected
customized tools and online services, with the aim to efficiently support the collaborative work and
interactions between project partners.  

Collaboration Platform 
Component

Service Provider URL

End-User Directory FusionDirectory fusiondirectory.ow2.org

Private Wiki XWiki OW2 hosted server https://www.fasten-project.eu/view/
wiki/

Public Website XWiki OW2 hosted server https://www.fasten-project.eu/

Git Repository and issues Gitlab OW2 hosted server gitlab.ow2.org/fasten

Collaborative Document 
Editing 

NextCloud OW2 hosted server 
with LibreOffice Online instance

nextcloud.ow2.org

Mailing List Sympa OW2 hosted server https://mail.ow2.org/wws/info/fasten

Slideshare Account Slideshare presentations 
sharing platform 

https://www.slideshare.net/
FastenProject

Twitter Account Twitter free online services http://www.twitter.com/FastenProject

Reddit Account Reddit Network of communities https://www.reddit.com/user/
ow2_community

Table 1:  Summary of FASTEN collaboration tools and services

2.1 Private wiki Collaboration Platform
The private wiki (See Figure 1) offers an intensive database and resources to support back office
information shared by all project partners. It includes reference documents, detailed description about
each work packages, tasks and deliverables, as well as information about events, plenary meetings,
templates, etc. 

The private wiki is based on XWiki, a Java Platform offering professional wiki features such as team
edition  rights  management,  PDF  format  export,  etc.  XWiki  also  includes  an  advanced  form  and
scripting engine making it a strong web development environment for document based applications. 

To share XWiki best practices with the consortium participants, two tutorials are available on the wiki,
as illustrated in Figure 2. These screencasts explain how to: 

• attach a file: how to upload a document and create a link pointing to this file, from a text on a
wiki page

• create a new page: anyone in the project has the rights to create a sub-page in any work
package section which can be co-edited afterwards. 

In January 2019, each participant in the project has received credentials and access rights to work on
the private wiki and we are immediately giving the rights to any new participant arriving in the project. 
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Figure 1: FASTEN Private Wiki Architecture

Figure 2: Private Wiki Tutorials
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2.2 Mailing Lists
In order to enable exchanges between participants, we are using the Sympa server managed by OW2.
So  far  two  mailing  lists  have  been  created:  the  main  fasten@ow2.org list  (47  participants,  677
messages exchanged from the beginning of the project) and a more specialized list for communication
purposes fasten-news@ow2.org, which will be used later in the project. New lists can be created at
anytime if requested by one of the project participants.

2.3 Collaborative Editing
We have set-up for FASTEN the LibreOffice Online collaborative editing platform. 

With this tool, consortium partners can collaboratively and simultaneously work on documents. This is
very useful for minutes of meetings or any document likely to be collaboratively created. It has been
used also for the writing of a few deliverables where all partners need to contribute. 

The instance of LibreOffice Online is working on Nextcloud file sharing system based on the OW2
infrastructure. We are providing to all people registered on the private wiki the access rights to use this
collaborative editing service. LibreOffice Online provides the following features: 

• view and edit documents, spreadsheets, presentations and more
• collaborative editing features, such as tracking features and roll-back option, and many more
• work with all modern browsers

A support link is offered to project partners requiring more help about collaborative editing. 

Figure 3: Example of collaboratively written deliverable on LibreOffice Online

2.4 Conference calls and webinar facilities
FASTEN remote meetings are run using OW2 Zoom online services, offering screen sharing, chat and
more collaboration opportunities. It can be used anytime needed upon reservation request to the OW2
team. This tool can be used also to produce webinars presenting FASTEN technology which can be
stored on the OW2 WebTV Channel, based on YouTube, and offering on demand session replay from
anywhere, at anytime. 
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2.5 Developer Tool 

The software development infrastructure provided to the FASTEN developers is a state-of-the-art 
continuous integration (CI) chain built around GitLab. This infrastructure has been set up allowing 
each participant to interact with the team on technical issues, commits or branch request. 

Figure 4: FASTEN Gitlab instance on OW2 infrastructure
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3 Website 

3.1 Hosting and domain
The FASTEN website  is  hosted by OW2 and based on  XWiki open source technologies.  The
domain  name is  fasten-project.eu  and  can  be  accessed  at  the  web address:  https://www.fasten-
project.eu/. It has been reserved by the consortium (by OW2 precisely) for a period of five years  ,
running from the 29th of November 2018 until the 29th of November 2024, which can be extended. 

3.2 Web Design
The design of the website is also based on XWiki, a collaboration platform developed in Java, with
advanced WYSIWYG editor,  including link and macro editors  and many other  editing and design
features. 

3.3 Website Stats
We have set up an instance of FASTEN in Matomo, an open source web analytic platform.  This
instance can be reached at: https://matomo.ow2.org/. 

We will provide regular stats about visits on the website, at each project plenary meeting and reviews,
and in the deliverable D7.3 Dissemination, Communication and Standardisation Report in June 2020
(month  18  of  the  project)  and  D7.5  Dissemination,  Communication  and  Standardisation  Plan in
December 2021 (month 36 of the project).

Figure 5: FASTEN web analytic platform 
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3.4 Website Structure
The  website  is  FASTEN’s  key  communication  tool,  serving  as  public  window,  and  enabling  to
disseminate the project results to the broad public and to attract interest, feedback and involvement
from them. It is organized as to provide relevant information to the various targeted audiences. 

MENU SUB-MENU

Discover Introduction
Project Overview
Project Use Cases
Project Videos

Follow Events
Press
Interviews
Community

Share Collateral
Resources
Public Presentations
Scientific Presentations
Deliverables

About FASTEN at a glance
Consortium
Contributors
Advisory Board
Related Projects
Code of conduct
Contacts

Workspace Private Wiki
Login Issue?
Git Repository

         Table 2: Website Map

The main structure of the website is also composed of additional sections described below. 

3.4.1 Website Header

The logo and main navigation menu are visible in the header (see Figure 6 ). The top right of
the header is reserved to user information, and login access to the private wiki. 

Figure 6: Website Main Menu
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Right after the menu the breadcrumb is visible (see Figure 7), enabling visitors to get a 
precise perception of the website structure and facilitate the navigation. 

Figure 7: Website Breadcrumb

3.4.2 Website Footer 
The footer starts with icons pointing to the Social Media main accounts (see Figure 8).

It presents then the website map, the EU disclaimer, the grand agreement number of the 
project and the European Union flag. As for the header area, footer is visible from all the 
pages of the website. 

The end of the footer displays logos of the tools used for the website infrastructure and legal 
notice, as well as license information. 

Figure 8: Website footer

3.5 Website Home Page
FASTEN home page is the main public face of the project. This home page has been designed to be
dynamic. It includes links to various materials made available in the website and is illustrated with
sections updated regularly with project news, results, events, etc. It also starts with an image from the
team to showcase the group of people involved in the project and make it lively. 
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Figure 9: Home page main illustration

Figure 10: Home page dynamic sections 

3.6 Dynamic web pages

In this section, we are presenting a few examples of pages which are the most regularly updated. 

The illustrations below show the examples of Events and Scientific Publications pages. The event 
page is an introduction page pointing to individual pages for each event where FASTEN was 
presented. 

Some others pages are regularly updated, notably the Interviews, and Public Presentations pages. 
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Figure 11: Events Page

Figure 12: Scientific Publications
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4 Conclusion
The document provides an insight of the FASTEN project website, the methods used to design and
create it, its main sections and how it is organized. 

The FASTEN website is fully ready to play its role of main dissemination tool, as well as creating links
with external stakeholders and facilitate community building. 

The  main  next  step  related  to  the  website  will  be  to  create  a  FASTEN  blog,  with  the  aim  to
communicate around technical news linked to the main milestones achieved. 
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